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Vetting Agreement
NRC Counter Terrorism Procedure

COUNTER-TERRORISM - NRC DUE DILIGENCE VETTING PROCEDURE FOR EXTERNAL ACTORS

The NRC moy be required to verily the identity of its portners ond to check thdt its portners hove not
been involved in illegol octivities. NRC reserves the right to use electronic screening tools for this
purpose.

Counter-terrorism regulations in some countries prohibit transactions/support to any individuals or

entities that appear on sanctions lists kept by the UN and/or national lists. Utilizing funds provided by

donors from such countries, or operating in such countries, NRC must conduct appropriate due

diligence checks to minimise the possibility of funds or assets being received by an entity on these

lists. Although the law most often does not mention vetting it is difficult to envisage another method

that will ensure due diligence and thus vetting is the most regular tool to ensure due diligence.

ln addition to possible country legal requirements, the following donors have started including

counter-terrorism clauses in their grant agreements that require vetting to ensure compliance:

USAID (BPRM, OFDA), DFID (UK), DFATD (Canada), DFAT (Australia), Dubai Cares, the UN and all

American private charitable foundations.

Note that each contract and general conditions attached should be reviewed to check if terrorist
vetting is required for your grant agreement as there are local exceptions.

The vetting of external actors will be done before a purchase is made or a contract entered into.

The Department/Country/Regional Director is accountable for ensuring that the required vetting is

implemented; Heads of Section, Finance, Logistics and Programme Managers may be delegated

responsibility within their domain.

The system saves all records for 7 years and creates an audit traill and no additional external record

keeping by the Department or Office is needed.

lf a person or entity is registered on a sanctions list the online software will highlight this as a

"match" and nofinancial transaction can be made if the match cannot be declared a "false positive".

A false positive might be a match on parts of the name, match on full name but not match on sex, or

not match on address or age.

lf a match cannot be declared a "false positive", the person/entity must be excluded from any

potential contractual agreement.
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